
A LOOK AT LOUIS ARMSTRONGS MUSIC CAREER AND HIS INFLUENCE

ON THE HISTORY OF JAZZ MUSIC

Louis Armstrong was a jazz trumpeter, bandleader and singer known for He recorded several songs throughout his
career, including he is known for It was on the riverboat that Armstrong honed his music reading skills and influential
recordings in jazz history; on these records, Armstrong's virtuoso.

Altogether, his immensely compelling swing ; his brilliant technique; his sophisticated, daring sense of
harmony; his ever-mobile, expressive attack, timbre, and inflections; his gift for creating vital melodies; his
dramatic, often complex sense of solo design; and his outsized musical energy and genius made these
recordings major innovations in jazz. In New York, Armstrong found a new venue for his talents; he was cast
in a musical revue that featured the hit song "Ain't Misbehavin'" and Armstrong's accompanying trumpet solo.
Breach of contract violations plagued him. His influence on Henderson's tenor sax soloist, Coleman Hawkins ,
can be judged by listening to the records made by the band during this period. They adopted a 3-year-old boy,
Clarence Armstrong, whose mother, Louis's cousin Flora, died soon after giving birth. In publicity, much to
his chagrin, she billed him as "the World's Greatest Trumpet Player". After World War II and though the early
years of the Cold War, Armstrong served as "Ambassador Satch," spreading good will for America around the
globe including State Department-sponsored tours and broadcasts in the '60s. Ever the careful documenter,
Armstrong wrote out a playlist anytime he recorded music to tape â€” whether it was a recording of his own
concert, a dub of an entire album or a more piecemeal mixtape. The uniquely gravelly coloration of his voice
became a musical archetype that was much imitated and endlessly impersonated. With his instantly
recognizable gravelly voice, Armstrong was also an influential singer, demonstrating great dexterity as an
improviser, bending the lyrics and melody of a song for expressive purposes. Photo in public domain. He also
started to get into trouble. With this band, the thirteen year-old Armstrong attracted the attention of Kid Ory.
Later Years and Death After playing five decades without a No. Beginning in , Armstrong spent his summers
playing on riverboats with a band led by Fate Marable. The range of his listening is striking. Murrow followed
Armstrong with a camera crew on some of his worldwide excursions, turning the resulting footage into a
theatrical documentary, Satchmo the Great, released in  On another, Duke Ellington and Kermit Parker, the
first black man to run for governor as a Democrat in Louisiana, gaze toward each other from across the page.
As a teenager, he took some music lessons from Bunk Johnson and also attracted the attention of Kid Ory. He
sold coal for a nickel per bucket, in many cases, to the brothels in Storyville. The recording was so popular
that the group became the most famous jazz band in the United States, even though they had not performed
live to any great extent. He did odd jobs for the Karnoffskys, a family of Lithuanian Jews.


